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Comparison between kinetic and fluid simulations of slab ion
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A detailed comparison between kinetic and fluid simulations of collisionless slab ion temperature
gradient driven turbulence is made. The nondissipative closure model~NCM! for linearly unstable
modes, which is presented by Sugama, Watanabe, and Horton@Phys. Plasmas8, 2617~2001!#, and
the dissipative closure model by Hammett and Perkins~HP! @Phys. Rev. Lett.64, 3019~1990!# are
used in separate fluid simulations. The validity of these closure models for quantitative prediction
of the turbulent thermal transport is examined by comparing nonlinear results of the fluid
simulations with those of the collisionless kinetic simulation of high accuracy. Simulation results
show that, in the saturated turbulent state, the turbulent thermal diffusivityx obtained from the HP
model is significantly larger than thex given by the NCM which is closer tox measured in the
kinetic simulation. Contrary to the dissipative form of the parallel heat flux closure relation assumed
in the HP model, the NCM describes well the exact kinetic simulation, in which for some unstable
wave numbersk, the imaginary part of the ratio of the parallel heat fluxqk to the temperature
fluctuationTk is a oscillatory function of time and sometimes takes positive values. The positive
values of Im(qk /Tk), imply the negative parallel heat diffusivity, correlate with the occasional
inward heat flux occurring for the wave numbersk, and reduce the totalx. © 2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1544664#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, gyrokinetic and gyrofluid~or gyro-
Landau-fluid! simulations1 of plasma turbulence driven b
microinstabilities such as the ion temperature gradient~ITG!
mode,2 have actively been done in order to predict t
anomalous transport coefficients in magnetically confin
plasmas from the first principle. Since the gyroflu
simulations3–5 consume less computer memory and tim
than the gyrokinetic simulations,6–9 the former is useful for
doing many runs to establish the scaling model of
anomalous transport coefficients. However, in the gyrofl
model, some closure relations10–12are assumed to construct
truncated system of fluid equations from the gyrokine
equation and their validity in nonlinear or turbulent regim
is not clear because conventional gyrofluid closure mod
such as the Hammett–Perkins~HP! model,10 were originally
derived so as to accurately reproduce gyrokinetic disper
relations for linear modes. In fact, there exist some case
which the gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulations show d
agreements in their nonlinear results, such as the satur
fluctuation levels and the turbulent transport coefficients.1,13

In our previous work,14 we have presented the nondiss
pative closure model~NCM!, which takes into account th
time reversal symmetry of the collisionless kinetic equati
The NCM relates the parallel heat flux to the temperat
and the parallel flow in terms of the real-valued coefficie
in the unstable wave number space. The NCM was deri
such that the closure relation is valid both for the unsta
normal-mode solution and its complex-conjugate solution
7261070-664X/2003/10(3)/726/11/$20.00
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well as for any linear combination of these solutions. Th
in the NCM, the phase of the parallel heat flux with resp
to the temperature fluctuation in the unstable wave num
region can take either of positive and negative signs in
turbulent states while it takes only the one-sided sign in d
sipative closure models such as the HP model. These di
ent closure schemes lead to different nonlinear behavior
the fluid variables even though they give almost the sa
linear results. In fact, a fluid system of equations using
NCM theory for unstable modes reproduces the exact n
linear kinetic solution of the three-mode ITG problem6,12,14

found by Watanabe, Sugama, and Sato15 while the HP model
fails in representing that solution. Then, the next question
whether the NCM can successfully describe strongly tur
lent states of collisionless kinetic systems with a higher nu
ber of degrees of freedom. In the present work, in order
answer this question, we do both fluid and kinetic simu
tions of the two-dimensional slab ITG turbulence and inv
tigate how accurately the fluid simulation using the NCM
the HP model can reproduce results of the collisionless
netic simulation under the same conditions.

Zonal flows have been attracting much theoretical a
experimental attention as one of important factors affect
the turbulence saturation level and the anomalous transpo16

A wrong description of zonal flow damping in the origin
gyrofluid model was once suspected as a cause of differe
between the gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulation results17

Subsequently, the gyrofluid model was improved to correc
treat the zonal flow damping.18 However, our work shows
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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that the closure relations for the fluctuations other than
zonal flow component are important, as well, because
gyrokinetic and gyrofluid simulations can show significa
disagreements even for no zonal flow case. In this paper
consider the no-flow case to examine the pure effects of
closure relations on the turbulence saturation. Adding
complexity caused by the feedback–feedforward coupling
zonal flows obscures the role of the closure problem for
fluctuations. Simulation results with flows included are n
shown here also because only quiet steady states with tu
lence transport suppressed are obtained by both of our g
kinetic and gyrofluid simulations of the two-dimensional sl
ITG turbulence when the zonal flow component
included.19 In toroidal configurations, such effects as the c
lisionless transit time magnetic pumping and the neoclass
viscosity would cause stronger damping of the zonal flow20

and accordingly larger turbulence transport than in the tw
dimensional case.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: In Sec.
the basic kinetic and fluid equations for simulating the co
sionless slab ITG turbulence are presented. There, a det
expression of the NCM used for the parallel heat flux in
temperature evolution equation is given. Also, the kine
and fluid entropy balance equations are derived from th
basic equations in order to describe the quasisteady tu
lence state in which the entropy variable associated with
velocity-space structures monotonically grows but the lo
order-moment fluid variables’ fluctuations and the turbul
transport are saturated. In Sec. III, results of the kinetic
fluid simulations of the two-dimensional slab ITG turbulen
are shown. Two different types of fluid simulations are do
to separately examine the validity of the NCM and HP c
sure models compared with the kinetic simulation resu
The quasisteady state is realized by the kinetic simula
with no zonal flow component. The saturated fluctuat
level, the turbulent heat diffusivity, and the ratio of the pa
allel heat flux to the temperature fluctuation obtained by
fluid simulations are directly compared with those in the
netic simulation, and effects of the closure models on
resultant transport are specified. Finally, conclusions
given in Sec. IV.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The collisionless electrostatic gyrokinetic equation
ions in the uniform magnetic fieldB is written as21

] f

]t
1S v ib1

c

B
b3¹^f~x1r!& D •¹ f

2
e

mi
b•¹^f~x1r!&

] f

]v i
50, ~1!

wheref 5 f (x,v i ,m,t) represents the ion gyrocenter distrib
tion function,x is the ion gyrocenter position,v i is the ve-
locity component parallel toB, m[miv'

2 /2B is the magnetic
moment, and̂ f(x1r)& is the electrostatic potential ave
aged with respect to the gyrophase included in the ion gy
radius vectorr. Here,r is defined byr[b3v' /V i with the
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perpendicular velocity v' , the ion gyrofrequencyV i

[eB/(mic), and the unit vectorb parallel toB.
The distribution functionf is given by the sum of a

background Maxwellian part f M5n0(mi /2pTi)
3/2

3exp(2miv
2/2Ti) and a perturbation partf̃ , wheren0 andTi

denote the background density and temperature, respecti
which macroscopically depend on a coordinatex in the per-
pendicular direction. Furthermore, in order to make nume
cal simulation easy, we assumev'-dependence off̃ to be
also given in the Maxwellian form. Then, the fluctuatio
quantitiesf̃ andf are written in terms of the Fourier expan
sion as

f̃ ~x,v i ,m,t !5
mi

2pTi
expS 2

miv'
2

2Ti
D(

k
f k~v i ,t !eik"x,

f~x,t !5(
k

fk~ t !eik"x, ~2!

where macroscopic variations ofn0 andTi in thex-direction
are considered separately from microscopic spatial variat
represented by the wave number vectork. Substituting Eq.
~2! into Eq. ~1! and integrating overv'-space, we obtain

] t f k1 ik iv i f k2
c

B (
k81k95k

@b•~k83k9!#Ck8f k9

5 i Fv* i H 11h i S miv i
2

2Ti
2

1

2
2

1

2
bkD J 2kiv iGFM

eCk

Ti
,

~3!

where ki[k•b is the parallel wave number,Ck
[fkexp(2bk/2) is the wave-number-space representation
the electrostatic potential averaged with respect to the
rophase andv' , bk[k'

2 Ti /(miV i
2) is the square of the per

pendicular wave number multiplied by the thermal gyro
dius, and FM[*d2v' f M5n0(mi /2pTi)

1/2exp(2mivi
2/2Ti).

Here, the parallel nonlinearity 2(e/mi)b•¹^f(x
1r)&] f̃ /]v i included in Eq.~1! is neglected based on th
gyrokinetic orderingki /k';kir!1, and inhomogeneities in
n0 and T0 are taken into account only throughv* i

[(cTi /eB)k•b3¹ ln n0 and h i[d ln Ti /d ln n0 while n0

andTi in other places as well asv* i andh i are regarded as
constants.

Taking the velocity moments of Eq.~3!, we obtain fluid
equations,

] tnk1 ik in0uk2 iv* in0S 12
bk

2
h i D eCk

Ti

2
c

B (
k81k95k

@b•~k83k9!#Ck8nk950, ~4!

n0mi] tuk1 ik i~Tink1n0Tk1n0eCk!

2
n0mic

B (
k81k95k

@b•~k83k9!#Ck8uk950, ~5!

n0] tTk1 ik i~2n0Tiuk1qk!2 iv* ih in0eCk

2
n0c

B (
k81k95k

@b•~k83k9!#Ck8Tk950, ~6!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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where nk(t)[*2`
` dv i f k(v i ,t), n0uk(t)[*2`

` dv i

3 f k(v i ,t)v i , n0Tk(t)[*2`
` dv i f k(v i ,t)(miv i

22Ti), and
qk(t)[*2`

` dv i f k(v i ,t)(miv i
323Tiv i). Here all nonlinear

terms result from theE3B drift.
Assuming the adiabatic electron response and using

quasineutrality condition give

exp~2bk/2!nk2n0

efk

Ti
@12G0~bk!#5

efk

Te
~for kiÞ0!,

~7!

where G0 is defined byG0(bk)[I 0(bk)exp(2bk) with the
zeroth-order modified Bessel functionI 0 . Here, the left and
right-hand sides represent the ion and electron particle d
sity fluctuations, respectively. In the left-hand side of Eq.~7!,
the ion gyrocenter densitynk is multiplied by the factor
exp(2bk/2) due to the finite-Larmor-radius~FLR! effect and
the second term with the electrostatic potentialfk results
from the ion polarization. Dorland and Hammett3 employed
@G0(bk)#1/2 instead of exp(2bk/2) for the FLR factor in-
cluded in Eq.~7! and in Ck , which gives the same linea
dispersion relation as that obtained by a rigorous treatmen
v'-dependence off̃ . The difference between exp(2bk/2) and
@G0(bk)#1/2 is small forbk,1. For the purpose of compar
son between nonlinear results of the kinetic and fluid sim
lations under the same conditions, it is not essential wh
FLR factor is used.

For the fluctuations withki50, the electron density per
turbation is often assumed to vanish and then the quasi
trality condition gives

exp~2bk/2!nk2n0

efk

Ti
@12G0~bk!#50 ~for ki50!.

~8!

When using Eqs.~3!, ~7!, and ~8! for the two-dimensional
slab ITG turbulence simulation, we have found that a la
zonal flow component,fk with ki50, is nonlinearly gener-
ated, suppresses linearly-unstable modes withkiÞ0, and re-
sults in no turbulent transport.19 Thus, efficiency of zonal
flow generation and resultant transport coefficients
strongly influenced by what condition is used for theki50
modes. In more practical cases of toroidal configurations,
zonal flow would be significantly reduced by the collisio
less transit time magnetic pumping and by the collisio
damping20 although neither of these effects is included
Eqs. ~1! and ~3!. Here, in order to avoid the complexit
brought about by the zonal flow and get finite turbule
transport, we put

f k5fk50 ~for ki50!, ~9!

and

nk5uk5Tk5fk50 ~for ki50!, ~10!

in our kinetic and fluid simulations, respectively.
Now, a closed nonlinear kinetic system of equations

given by Eqs.~3! and ~7! for kiÞ0 and by Eq.~9! for ki

50, which are used for kinetic simulation of the slab IT
turbulence in the present work. In order to obtain a cor
sponding closed fluid system, we need to express the par
Downloaded 23 Apr 2007 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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heat flowqk in Eq. ~6! in terms of the lower-order momen
fluid variablesnk , uk , and Tk . In the HP model,10 qk is
written in the diffusive form as

qk52n0x iik iTk , ~11!

where the parallel heat diffusivity is given byx i

52(2/p)1/2v t /ukiu with the ion thermal velocity v t

[(Ti /mi)
1/2. Then, Eqs.~4!–~7! for kiÞ0, Eq. ~10! for ki

50, and Eq.~11! give a closed fluid system of equations
the HP model. In the NCM, the parallel heat flowqk in the
unstable wave number region is given as14

qk5CTkn0v tTk1Cukn0Tiuk

~for linearly unstable modes!, ~12!

while the dissipative closure relation as written in Eq.~11!
should still be used in the stable wave number region.
quiring that the closure relation in Eq.~12! should exactly
reproduce the kinetic dispersion relation, the real-valued
efficientsCTk andCuk are determined as

CTk5CLrk2CLik

Re~jkzk* !

Im~jkzk* !
,

Cuk5CLik

uzku2

Im~jkzk* !
, ~13!

where CLk[CLrk1 iCLik[2Z(3)(vLk /(A2kiv t))/@A2Z(2)

3(vLk /(A2kiv t))# @Z(n): is thenth derivative of the plasma
dispersion function#, jk[j rk1 i j ik[@vLk$11(Te /Ti)(1
2G0(bk))%2v* e(12bkh i /2)e2bk#/(kiv t), and zk[z rk
1 i z ik[vLkjk /(kiv t)212(Te /Ti)(12G0(bk)1e2bk) are
used. The complex-valued eigenfrequency,vLk is deter-
mined by the dispersion relationDk(vLk)50, where the dis-
persion functionDk(v) is defined by

Dk~v![12G0~bk!1e2bk1
Ti

Te
2e2bkE dv i

e2v i
2/(2v t

2)

A2pv t

3
v2v* i@11h i$v i

2/~2v t
2!21/22bk/2%#

v2kiv i
.

~14!

The above dispersion function, which is derived from E
~3! and ~7!, differs slightly from that obtained by a rigorou
treatment ofv'-dependence off̃ as mentioned after Eq.~7!,
although the difference is small for low perpendicular wa
numbersbk,1.

The closure relation given by Eqs.~12! and ~13! is de-
rived from the assumption that the relation should be va
for a complex-conjugate pair of the linear kinetic eigenfun
tions f Lk(v i) and f Lk* (v i) as well as for any linear combina
tion of them @see Eqs.~23!–~29! in Ref. 14#. Existence of
this pair reflects the time reversal symmetry of the collisio
less kinetic equation, and one of the eigenfunctions co
sponds to a growing solution when the other correspond
a decaying one. In conventional linear problems, only
dominant growing solution is considered while its conjuga
partner is usually disregarded. However, in the three-m
ITG problem, which is the simplest example of nonline
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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kinetic systems, transitions between growing and decay
phases occur repeatedly and the nonlinear solution is g
by the superposition off Lk(v i) and f Lk* (v i) so that the NCM
is successfully applied.14 Numerical simulations in the nex
section reveal that the basic idea of the NCM mention
above also works for a better description of the anomal
transport in the strong ITG turbulence.

Before showing simulation results, it is meaningful
consider kinetic and fluid entropy balances in the slab I
turbulence based on the governing equations in the s
manner as in Ref. 14. We define the microscopic entropySm

and the macroscopic entropySM for ions per unit volume
by22,23 Sm52*dv i f ln f and SM52*dv iFM ln FM , where
f 5FM1 f̃ . @Here, both f and f̃ are regarded as distribu
tion functions on thev i-space obtained by integratin
those in Eqs.~1! and ~2! on the v'-space so thatf̃
5(k f k(v i ,t)eik•x.] Retaining terms up toO( f̃ 2), the rela-
tion between Sm and SM is given by SM5^Sm&
1 1

2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM , where~•••! represents the ensemble ave
age. As shown from Eq.~1!, the total microscopic entropy
n

Downloaded 23 Apr 2007 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
g
en

d
s

e

*d3xSm is conserved without collisions, although the macr

scopic entropySM or DS[ 1
2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM can increase

through the turbulent or anomalous transport proces

@Krommes and Hu24 called S̄[2 1
2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM(5Sm2SM

in our notation! the entropy of the system to measure dev

tion of the fluctuating distribution functionf̃ from the
ensemble-averaged distribution function^ f & although we

here regardDS5SM2Sm(52S̄5F̄ in Krommes and Hu24!
as the entropy associated with the fluctuations because, in
collisionless system, turbulent processes produce notSm but
SM .] Throughout the present work, we consider the syst
in the uniform magnetic field, and assume the turbulent fl
tuations to be statistically homogeneous in space.~Such ho-
mogeneous turbulence is actually obtained by simulation
the next section.! Then, we replace the ensemble avera

^•••& by the volume average such thatDS[ 1
2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM

5 1
2(k*dv iu f ku2/FM .

From Eqs.~3!, ~7!, and ~9!, we find that the turbulent
entropy production rate is given by
d

dt S (k
E dv i

u f ku2

2FM
D 5n0(

k
FReS Tk*

2Ti

ic

B
b3kCkD •~2¹ ln Ti !1

e Re~2 ik iCkuk* !

Ti
G5

q'

Ti
•~2¹ ln Ti !1

Q

Ti
, ~15!
o-

tion
bu-

s

real
-
on
ncy

-

where q'[ 1
2n0(kRe@Tk* i (c/B)b3kCk# is the turbulent

perpendicular ion heat flux andQ[en0(kRe(2 ik iCkuk* )
represents the turbulent ion heating. Using Eqs.~4!, ~7!, and
~9!, we obtain

d

dt S (k

n0

2 Uefk

Te
U2F11

Te

Ti
$12G0~bk!%G D 52

Q

Te
. ~16!

Then, using Eq.~16!, the kinetic entropy balance equatio
~15! is rewritten as

d

dt (
k

S E dv i

u f ku2

2FM
1

n0Te

2Ti
Uefk

Te
U2F11

Te

Ti
$12G0~bk!%G D

5
q'

Ti
•~2¹ ln Ti !. ~17!

It is convenient to expandf k in terms of the Hermite poly-
nomials Hn(x)[(21)nex2/2dne2x2/2/dxn (x[v i /v t ; n
50,1,2, . . . ) as

f k~v i ,t !5FM~v i!(
n

wnk~ t !Hn~v i /v t!

5FM~v i!Fnk

n0
1

uk

v t
S v i

v t
D1

1

2

Tk

Ti
H S v i

v t
D 2

21J
1

1

6

qk

n0Tiv t
H S v i

v t
D 3

23S v i

v t
D J

1 (
n>4

wnk~ t !Hn~v i /v t!G , ~18!
where wnk(t)5(n!) 21*2`
` d(v i /v t) f k(v i ,t)Hn(v i /v t) (n

50,1,2, . . . ). Substituting Eq.~18! into Eq. ~17! gives

d

dt (
k

n0S 1

2 Unk

n0
U2

1
1

2 Uuk

v t
U2

1
1

4 UTk

Ti
U2

1
1

12U qk

n0Tiv t
U2

1 (
n>4

n!

2
uwnku21

Te

2Ti
Uefk

Te
U2F11

Te

Ti
$12G0~bk!%G D

5
q'

Ti
•~2¹ ln Ti !, ~19!

where the orthogonality conditions for the Hermite polyn
mials (2p)21/2*2`

` dx e2x2/2Hn(x)Hm(x)5n!dnm (n,m
50,1,2, . . . ) areused. It is found from Eq.~17! or Eq. ~19!
that there is no perpendicular heat transport in the direc
of the temperature gradient in the collisionless steady tur
lent state where saturation of the entropy*dv iu f ku2/2FM and
the potential amplitudeufku occurs. Then, we assume aqua-
sisteadystate14 in which the amplitudes of the fluid variable
wnk with low n (nk , uk , Tk , qk , . . . ! and the potentialfk
reach the steady state while the high-n moments included in
(n>4 (n!/2) uwnku2 grow indefinitely in time.~The quasi-
steady state should be regarded as idealization of the
steady state in which those high-n moments eventually satu
rate as well due to collisional dissipation even if the collisi
frequency is much smaller than the characteristic freque
of the instabilities causing the turbulence.!

Using Eqs.~4!–~7! and~10!, we can derive another bal
ance equation similar to Eq.~19!,
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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d

dt (
k

n0S 1

2 Unk

n0
U2

1
1

2 Uuk

v t
U2

1
1

4 UTk

Ti
U2

1
Te

2Ti
Uefk

Te
U2F11

Te

Ti
$12G0~bk!%G D

5
q'

Ti
•~2¹ ln Ti !1(

k
ReS Tk

2Ti
2

ik iqk* D , ~20!

which can be regarded as the fluid entropy balance equa
We should note that Eq.~20! is valid irrespectively of closure
relations. Comparing Eq.~20! to Eq. ~19!, we easily find

(
k

ReS Tk

2Ti
2

ik iqk* D 52
d

dt (
k

n0S 1

12U qk

n0Tiv t
U2

1 (
n>4

n!

2
uwnku2D . ~21!

For the quasisteady state in whichd((n<3 (n!/2) uwnku2)/
dt50, we obtain from Eqs.~20! and ~21!,

q'

Ti
•~2¹ ln Ti !52(

k
ReS Tk

2Ti
2

ik iqk* D
5

d

dt S n0(
k

(
n>4

n!

2
uwnku2D . ~22!

Equation~22! represents the entropy production rate in t
quasisteady state, where the perpendicular heat transpo
the presence of the background temperature gradient d
the growth of the fluctuations in the high-n moment vari-
ables through the correlation between the parallel heat
and temperature fluctuations. It is interesting to note that
a closed fluid system, the correlation ter
Re@(Tk/2Ti

2) ik iqk* # involved in the entropy balance is influ
enced by what closure model is used. The entropy bala
equations in Eqs.~17! and ~20! are also useful for checking
numerical accuracy of nonlinear simulations of the collisio
less slab ITG turbulence.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Here, results of kinetic and fluid simulations of the tw
dimensional slab ITG turbulence are shown. We conside
rectangular domain ofLx3Ly in the x–y plane with a uni-
form external magnetic fieldB5B( ẑ1u ŷ) (uuu!1), where
ŷ and ẑ denote the unit vectors in they- and z-directions,
respectively. The system is assumed to be homogeneou
thez-direction (]/]z50). We employ the periodic boundar
conditions in bothx and y directions. Then, in Eq.~2!, we
can writek5kxẑ1kyŷ52p@(m/Lx) x̂1(n/Ly) ŷ#, f k5 f m,n ,
andfk5fm,n (m,n50,61,62, . . . ) and theparallel wave
number is given byki5kyu. The background density an
temperature gradients are assumed to exist in thex-direction,
and their gradient scale lengths are given byLn

52(d ln n0 /dx)21(.0) and LT52(d ln Ti /dx)21(.0), re-
spectively.

The governing equations for the kinetic simulation a
written in Eqs.~3! and ~7! for kiÞ0 and Eq.~9! for ki50.
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For comparison to the kinetic simulation, two types of flu
simulations using different closure models are done. B
fluid simulations are based on Eqs.~4!–~7! for kiÞ0 and Eq.
~10! for ki50. However, one of them employs the NCM
given by Eq.~12! for linearly unstable modes and the H
dissipative closure given by Eq.~11! for linearly stable
modes while the other uses the HP closure for all mod
Here, for all simulations, we use the conditionsTe /Ti51,
h i5Ln /LT510, andLx5Ly520pr i @r i[v t /V i is the ion
thermal gyroradius#. Another important parameter related
the linear dispersion relation isQ[uLn /r i . We find from
Eq. ~14! that the normalized complex-valued eigenfrequen
vLk /v* i is a function of the dimensionless paramete
(k'r t ,Q,h i ,Te /Ti). Simulation results forQ52 are shown
in Figs. 1–8.

Figure 1 shows time evolution of the entropy associa

with the fluctuations per unit volumeDS[ 1
2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM ,

which is obtained by the kinetic simulation. Here, solid a
dotted lines correspond toDS and DS(n<2), respectively,

where DS(n<2)[n0(k(
1
2unk /n0u21 1

2uuk /v tu21 1
4uTk /Ti u2)

represents a contribution from then<2 terms in the
Hermite-polynomial expansion off k to DS @see Eq.~18!#. It
is clearly seen that, even after the end of the linear stag
v tt/Ln.90, DS continues to monotonically increase whi
DS(n<2) is saturated. This implies realization of the qua
steady state of the collisionless turbulence described in
previous section, which was already confirmed by Watan
and Sugama.19 The monotonic increase ofDS is sustained by
generation of fine velocity-space structures off k through
phase-mixing processes such as the ballistic mode. In o
to keep enough resolution for the fine structures, 8193 g
points are used here for discretization of the velocity spa
25<v i /v t<5. Also, in order to satisfy the kinetic entrop
balance equation in Eq.~17! with high accuracy, we employ
the time integrator, which retain the time reversal symme
and avoid numerical dissipation.25 The kinetic computation

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the entropy associated with the fluctuations

unit volumeDS[
1
2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM obtained by the kinetic simulation. Solid

and dotted lines correspond toDS and DS(n<2)[n0(k(
1
2unk /n0u2

1
1
2uuk /v tu21

1
4uTk /Ti u2), respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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should be stopped when the velocity-space scale of the
listic mode reaches the grid size~at v tt/Ln.800 for the
present case!.

For all kinetic and fluid simulations, we impose th
same initial condition that the initial amplitud
(efk /Te)/(r i /Ln)51025 and random phases are given
all potential componentsfk with kiÞ0. The mode wave
numbers used here are (kx ,ky)50.1r i

21(m,n) with m,n
50,61,62, . . . ,632, for which good numerical conver
gence is obtained. It is confirmed that, in the early tim
stage, the kinetic simulation, the NCM fluid simulation, a
the one using only the HP closure model show a good ag
ment on the growth of the linear unstable modes beca
both the NCM and the HP model accurately reproduce
kinetic linear dispersion relation. Figure 2 shows time ev
lution of the energy-like quantity,

ET[(
k

n0S 1

2 Unk

n0
U2

1
1

2 Uuk

v t
U2

1
1

4 UTk

Ti
U2

1
Te

2Ti
Uefk

Te
U2F11

Te

Ti
$12G0~bk!%G D , ~23!

the change rate of which is governed by Eq.~20!. In Fig. 2,
results of the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulations are rep
sented by solid, dotted, and dashed curves, respectively
find from Fig. 2 that the nonlinear saturation label ofET in
the HP simulation is much larger than that in the kine
simulation while the NCM simulation result is closer to th
kinetic one.

Figure 3 shows the normalized perpendicular heat di
sivity x/(r i

2v t /Ln) as a function of normalized timev tt/Ln ,
where x[q'• x̂/(n0Ti /LT) and q'[ 1

2n0(kRe@Tk* i (c/B)b
3kCk#. Here, black, red, and blue lines correspond to
sults of the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulations, respective
We see thatx shows similar behaviors to those ofET in Fig.
2 except that more spiky oscillations appear in the former
the saturated state of turbulence,x obtained by the NCM
simulation is in good agreement withx from the kinetic

FIG. 2. Time evolution ofET[(kn0(
1
2unk /n0u21

1
2uuk /v tu21

1
4uTk /Ti u2

1
1
2(Te /Ti)uefk /Teu2@11(Te /Ti)$12G0(bk)%#). Solid, dotted, and

dashed curves represent results of the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulat
respectively.
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simulation. In contrast,x obtained by the HP simulation ar
significantly larger than them. We obtai
(x̄,Dx)/(r i

2v t /Ln) 5 (2.57,0.97), (3.06,1.30), an
(12.86,3.43) from the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulation
respectively, wherex̄ and Dx denote the time average an
the standard deviation ofx over 300<v tt/Ln<726, respec-
tively. The NCM simulation also reproduces a big fall ofx
after the first overshoot shown by the kinetic one better th
the HP simulation.

Patterns of the electrostatic potential on the (x,y)-plane
at v tt/Ln5726 obtained by the kinetic, NCM, and HP sim
lations are shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, respectively.
For all cases, more isotropic vortex structures are seen in
nonlinear stage than in the linear stage where the structur
the (m,n)5(0,4) @or (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0.1m,0.1n)5(0,0.4)]
mode with the largest linear growth rate is dominant. W
notice that the HP simulation gives the largest amplitude
the potential.

In order to investigate in more detail the difference b
tween the turbulent heat diffusivities shown in Fig. 3, we p
x̄k for linearly unstable modes with (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.1),. . . ,(0,0.7) in Fig. 5, wherex̄k is defined by tak-
ing a time average of the wave-number-dependent heat
fusivity xk[q'k• x̂/(n0Ti /LT)[2 1

2Re@Tk* i (c/B)kyCk#/
(Ti /LT) over 300<v tt/Ln<726. Here, black, red, and blu
lines correspond to the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulati
results, respectively. It is noted thatx̄k’s for other unstable
modes withkxÞ0, which are not shown here, tend to becom
smaller with increasingkx . In Fig. 5, the normalized linea
growth ratesgk /(v t /Ln) are also plotted by thin dashed an
dotted curves, which correspond to results from the NC
and the HP model, respectively.@For unstable modes, th
linear growth rates obtained by the kinetic model coinc
with those by the NCM because of definitions of the re
valued closure coefficients in Eq.~13!.# Due to the inverse
cascade, contributions tox are dominantly made by lowe

s,
FIG. 3. ~Color! Normalized perpendicular heat diffusivityx/(r i

2v t /Ln) as a
function of normalized timev tt/Ln . Black, red, and blue lines correspond
results of the kinetic, NCM, and HP simulations, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Patterns of the electrostatic potential on the (x,y)-plane at
v tt/Ln5726 obtained by~a! kinetic, ~b! NCM, and~c! HP simulations.
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wave number modes than the most unstable (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.4) mode. We find that, in the kinetic and NCM sim
lations, the lowest wave number (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1) mode
plays a dominant role in the turbulent heat transport while
the HP simulation, other low wave number modes such
the (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.2) and (0,0.3) modes also give rel
tively large contributions tox, which leads to significantly
largerx in the HP simulation as seen in Fig. 3.

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show the wave-number-depende
heat diffusivity xk as a function of time for the cases o
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1) and (0,0.2), respectively. Here, blac
red, and blue curves correspond to the kinetic, NCM, and
simulation results, respectively. As seen from Fig. 6~a!, all
kinetic, NCM, and HP simulations show similar behaviors
xk for the lowest wave number unstable mode (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.1) in the nonlinearly saturated state: Average val
and distribution widths ofxk in the three simulations are
close to one another. On the other hand, we find from F
6~b! that, for (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.2), xk’s distributions in the
kinetic and NCM simulations become much smaller than
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1) whilexk’s behaviors in the HP simula
tion for the two cases of (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1) and (0,0.2)
are not much different from each other. It should be es
cially noted that, in the kinetic and NCM simulations fo
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.2), there appears a significant length
time for xk to be negative, which is a contrast to the case
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1).

Now, let us consider how the results shown above
related to the closure relations. We directly check the valid
of the closure relations themselves for the parallel heat
qk by examining what values the ratio ofqk to the tempera-
ture fluctuationTk takes in the kinetic and fluid simulations
The real and imaginary parts ofqk /(n0v tTk) are plotted as a
function of time in Fig. 7. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show

FIG. 5. ~Color! Contributions of linearly unstable modes with (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.1),. . . ,(0,0.7) to the turbulent heat diffusivity. Symbols on blac

red, and blue lines representx̄k /(r i
2v t /Ln) obtained by the kinetic, NCM,

and HP simulations, respectively. Here,x̄k is defined by taking a time av-

erage of xk[q'k• x̂/(n0Ti /LT)[2
1
2Re@Tk* i (c/B)kyCk#/(Ti /LT) over

300<v tt/Ln<726. The normalized linear growth ratesgk /(v t /Ln) calcu-
lated from the NCM and the HP model are also plotted by thin dashed
dotted curves, respectively.~For unstable modes, the linear growth rat
obtained by the kinetic model coincide with those by the NCM.!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Re@qk /(n0v tTk)# and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# for the lowest wave
number unstable mode (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.1), respectively,
while their correspondences for the case of (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.2) are given in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. Here, results from
the kinetic and NCM simulations are represented by bl
and red curves, respectively. In the HP mod
Re@qk /(n0v tTk)#50 and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)#522(2/p)1/2

.21.5958 as shown by blue horizontal lines. It is fou
from the kinetic result that both real and imaginary parts
qk /(n0v tTk) are oscillatory functions of time, which is bette
described by the NCM than by the HP. The oscillation a
plitudes of the real and imaginary parts in the kinetic sim
lation are about the same as those in the NCM simulat
and these amplitudes become smaller for the lower w
number mode. Up to the early part of the nonlinear sta
@v tt/Ln,200 for (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.1) andv tt/Ln,150 for
(kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.2)], the kinetic and NCM results show
good agreement on the behaviors of Re@qk /(n0v tTk)# and

FIG. 6. ~Color! The wave-number-dependent heat diffusivityxk as a func-
tion of time for the cases of~a! (kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.1) and~b! (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.2). Here, black, red, and blue curves correspond to the kinetic, N
and HP simulation results, respectively.
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Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# although, in the later time, the values o
both real and imaginary part in the NCM case slightly sh
in the positive direction on average from those in the kine
case.

The sign of Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# is especially important
since it determines the sign of the dissipation te

Re@ 1
2(Tk /Ti

2) ik iqk* # in the entropy balance@see Eq.~20!#.
For ki.0, negative~positive! Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# corresponds
to dissipation~antidissipation! and to positive~negative! xk
if we assume that the mode structure is given by or close
a linear combination of the unstable linear eigenfunctio
and its complex conjugates.@This assumption is valid for the
three-mode ITG problem14 and is supported to some exte
for the collisionless turbulence as shown in Watanabe
Sugama,19 where it is checked by the kinetic simulation ho
closely f k(v i) for the linearly most unstable mode takes t
form of c1f Lk(v i)1c2f Lk* (v i) with the linear eigenfunction
f Lk(v i) and its complex conjugatef Lk* (v i).] The kinetic
and NCM results in Fig. 7~b! show that, for the lowest
wave number unstable mode (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.1),
Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# is almost always negative as in the H
model, which means that the mode structure for (kxr i kyr i)
5(0,0.1) stays close to that of the unstable eigenfuncti
This fact is related to the large positivex values for
(kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.1) shown in Figs. 5 and 6~a!. On the other
hand, for (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.2), the kinetic and NCM simula
tions show that the length of time for Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# to be
positive increases as seen in Fig. 7~d!. Then, the
(kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.2) mode structure can sometimes appro
the complex conjugate of the unstable eigenfunction, wh
enablesxk to reduce or take negative values as shown in F
6~b!. This fact is confirmed more clearly in Fig. 8, wherexk
and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# for (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.2) are plotted as
a function of time on the same frame. Figures 8~a! and 8~b!
correspond to the kinetic and NCM simulations, respective
It is obvious that positive~negative! Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# corre-
lates with negative~positive! xk . Allowing for this positive
Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# in the NCM is considered to be the key t
the better prediction ofx than in the HP model.

Figure 9 shows the normalized perpendicular heat dif
sivity x/(r i

2v t /Ln) as a function of normalized timev tt/Ln

for the case ofQ51. Parameters used here are the same a
Figs. 1–8 except forQ. The linear growth rate of the mos
unstable mode increases fromgmax50.182(v t /Ln) at
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.4) for Q52 to gmax50.379(v t /Ln) at
(kxr i ,kyr i)5(0,0.7) for Q51. Also, the wave number re
gion for unstable modes extends fromk'r i<0.7 forQ52 to
k'r i<1.2 for Q51. Thus, the heat diffusivityx in the non-
linearly saturated state becomes larger forQ51 than forQ
52. Still, the NCM simulation describes the behavior ofx in
the kinetic simulation better than the HP model because
the same reason as explained in the case ofQ52.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have made a detailed comp
son between kinetic and fluid simulations of tw
dimensional collisionless slab ITG turbulence. In the flu
simulations, two types of different closure relations, name

,
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Real and imaginary parts ofqk /(n0v tTk) as a function of normalized timev tt/Ln . Here, Re@qk /(n0v tTk)# and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# for the
lowest wave number unstable mode (kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.1) are shown in~a! and ~b!, respectively, while their correspondences for the case of (kxr i ,kyr i)
5(0,0.2) are given in~c! and~d!. Results from the kinetic and NCM simulations are represented by black and red curves, respectively. Blue horizon
correspond to the HP model, in which Re@qk /(n0v tTk)#50 and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)#522(2/p)1/2.21.5958.
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the NCM and the HP model are employed for linearly u
stable modes. We examine how accurately they can re
duce nonlinear results of the kinetic simulation such as
turbulent heat diffusivityx. In the collisionless kinetic simu
lation with no zonal flow component, the quasisteady tur
lent state is reached, in which the entropy variable associ
with fine velocity-space structuresDS[ 1

2*dv i^ f̃ 2&/FM

monotonically increases while the low-n fluid variables and
the electrostatic potential reach the real steady state.~Here,n
denotes the number of order in the Hermite polynomial
pansion of the distribution function.!

We show that the saturation level of the low-n fluid vari-
ables andx in the quasisteady state of the kinetic simulati
are better predicted by the fluid simulation using the NC
than by the one using the HP model. In the kinetic and NC
simulations, unstable modes other than the lowest-wa
number unstable mode have low amplitudes and small c
tributions to the turbulent heat transport while, in the H
Downloaded 23 Apr 2007 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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simulation, the number of unstable modes with significa
effects on the transport increases, which leads to the hig
saturation value ofx. The kinetic and fluid simulation result
all show that the contribution of the lowest-wave-numb
unstable mode to the turbulent diffusivityx always tends to
take relatively large positive values, which is associated w
the dissipative nature of the relation between the parallel h
flux qk and the temperature fluctuationTk that the imaginary
part of the ratioqk /Tk for that mode is constantly negative
However, it is a common property found in the kinetic a
NCM simulations that, for other low-wave-number unstab
modes, xk can take negative values in response
Im(qk /Tk) becoming positive. The HP model misses th
mechanism and causesx to be larger. Here,xk represents the
contribution of the mode with the wave number vectork to
the total heat diffusivityx, and the meaning of negativexk is
that the E3B convective thermal flux produced by tha
mode is up the background temperature gradient.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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The real and imaginary parts of the ratioqk /Tk for un-
stable modes obtained by the NCM simulation are oscillat
functions of time, which have distribution widths similar
those in the kinetic case, although the averaged values in
former shift from those in the latter in the positive directio
So, there is still room for improvement of the NCM to r
produce the kinetic results more accurately. Also, extens
of the present work to the cases including important effe
such as toroidal geometries, zonal flows, and electromagn
fluctuations remain as future problems.

Finally, based on the results obtained in the pres
work, we remark our views on an adequate fluid closure
the plasma with zonal flows. There, a proper treatmen
zonal flow components is important as shown in Ref. 18
addition, we expect that the nondissipative nature of unsta
modes still needs to be described by the closure. Espec
in such a case as in the low-confinement mode, the zo
flow effects are relatively weak and many unstable mo
exist so that an accurate treatment of them is crucial to ev
ation of the turbulent transport coefficient. On the oth
hand, when zonal flows are dominant, turbulence supp

FIG. 8. ~Color! Time evolution ofx/(r i
2v t /Ln) and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)# for

(kxr i kyr i)5(0,0.2). Results from the kinetic and NCM simulations a
shown in ~a! and ~b!, respectively. Red and blue curves repres
x/(r i

2v t /Ln) and Im@qk /(n0v tTk)#, respectively.
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sion can be treated by either dissipative or nondissipa
closure. However, the zonal flows and the unstable mo
often show pulsation behavior through their interaction18 and
both play a important role in the plasma transport. Th
generally the use of the nondissipative closure for the
stable modes is considered preferable although some m
fication of the closure relation may be necessary in orde
take account of the variation of the unstable mode structu
due to the zonal flows.
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